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Correct Santi measurement rules
• Never take your own measurements yourself – it should be performed by an authorized dealer only!

• It is important to take the measurements only in underwear close to the body.

• Follow the instruction step by step as the measurements taken incorrectly may influence the final fit 
of the drysuit or undersuit, especially when you order a made to measure product.

• Use a  tailor measurement tape.

• Don’t leave any additional measurement allowance – measure as close to the body as possible.

• Use Santi measurement chart to make sure all measurements are completed.

01. Measure the head approximately  1 cm above the eyebrows to chooce the correct hood size 

02. Moving down, measure the neck above the t-shirt line, under the Adam’s apple AT the end of the neck.

03. Measure the chest in two ways: first measure the chest in rest and then after breathing in the air. Normally the 
difference should be around 3-5 cm

04. When measuring a lady, take the bust height measurement in the central point starting from the soft neck area 
to the bust line in the fullest point

05. The ladies chest area should be measured in the fullest point of the bust. 

06. Measure the waist area on the belly button level. 

07. If a client has a bigger belly, remember to measure the waist line in the widest point on the belly button line.

08. To measure the lady’s waist line correctly, use any kind of marker belt and fasten it around the waist line

09. Measure the lady’s back height centrally from the neck spine bone to the waist line marked with the belt

10. Measure the lady’s  side trunk length from the armhole to the waist line

11. Take the biceps measurement in the widest point on the loose arm. Make a special note if the client has a 
visibly athletic figure.

12. Measure the forearm in the widest point

13. Measure the wrist between the palm and the wrist bone

14. Measure the inside arm length by asking the client to hold one end of the measurement tape in the armhole 
and take the arm measurement to the wrist

15. Measure the back  shoulders length like this from one arm bone to another

16. Measure the arm length from the back neck spine bone to the wrist

17. Measure the hips in the fullest point of the buttocks.

18. Measure the thigh in the widest point approximately 5 cm from the crotch area.

19. To measure the inner leg, hold one end of the measurement tape in the convenient place in the crotch and 
measure to the heel end.

20. Calf measurement is taken in 3 places: first measure the calf in the widest point,

21. Next, measure  the height 20 cm from the floor and take the measurement on this level,

22. Next, measure the height from the widest point of the calf to the floor.

23. Measure the ankle on the ankle bone

24. To measure the body trunk, hold one end of the tape on the central point of the neck end and lead the tape 
across the crotch to the back. Mark the place where tape ends and measure the rest of the line like this to 
the spine neck bone.

Make sure you have taken all the measurements required by Santi measurement chart. Look up in the size 
chart for the best size from our size range.

Visit santidiving.com for the measurements instruction video.


